FullMoonFebruary 2011 – From the MoonCycleNewsRoom, Juno Tells All!
Good Morning from the MoonCycle News Room! As is customary during the Full Moon, we’re going to “check in” with
some of the players in the on‐going Surface Life vs. Inner Life drama that’s been playing out for the last couple of
months.
Jupiter that qualitative/inspirational being has moved on from his conjunction with Uranus and is forming a square to
Pluto – Yow! When we interviewed Jupiter as to his intentions there he said, “Working with Uranus for the last couple
of months has been a blast. We really got under everyone’s skin and asked them to examine the way they were living.
We feel like we accomplished a lot – particularly in the Mid‐East. In a sense, it’s easier to get things done there, because
people there aren’t so hooked into mind‐numbing habits like people in America are. Not that it’s easy, but it is
necessary – people have been letting quantity rule their lives for so long – how much this, how many that. What’s been
missing is a sense of the QUALITY of life. And that’s why I’m bringing Pluto in to the picture. With her intense ability to
bring the unconscious to the surface, she’s the one to get America to pay attention to WHY things are the way they are
instead of HOW. There are so many aspects of American life that we need to bring to the light – resource use, support
for despotic regimes, and maybe most of all, what it means to be human. It seems America has lost her connection to
the rest of the world and so we figure that a series of strong aspects to the outer planets is needed to bring that basic
humanity back to the forefront. Pluto has this wonderful ability to put ANYONE on their knees – and from there, you
can really see the rest of the world.”
Sounds like a rough ride to me! Gosh, can revolution really be what the planets are intending? To find out, we
interviewed Juno, that sneaky girl, who has played the lead in the unfolding story of humanity since December of 2010.
Her answers might surprise you!
First we asked, “Juno, what is your job?” “Well Jon, all of us asteroids, especially me and Ceres, Pallas and Vesta, are
trying to keep humanity on the surface of life for as long as we can. It’s just that getting a person to seek and find their
true essential nature is so hard these days. What we’ve found is that people have created so many thought systems to
hide in. It’s that whole repeatable behaviors paradigm – people would really like to believe that God is accessible
through behaviors that are understandable. In other words, people want to think that if they DO a certain thing, then
even God can be made dependable.
The truth is, my sisters and I are acting as the goddesses who reward those rational behaviors, and keep them going and
appealing, so that people will keep looking outside of themselves until they reach a crisis point. We’ve found that the
crisis point is really where people can be reached. For instance, I reward utilitarian functionality. I am especially
appealing to Americans. That whole squeaky‐clean, hyper‐linear thing…. I show up in the brand new truck, every hair in
place, my body and my clothes, my vehicle, my tools – everything so sanitized that “nothing” can possibly go wrong (she
does the quote thing with her fingers). Well, cleanliness IS next to godliness, but what that is referring to is the clean,
quiet mind. So what I do is I create so much noise in the mind, by making it SEEM like the complexities of life can
somehow be sanitized or programmed into submission, that eventually people are forced to realize they can’t keep
going the way they have been. Voila, change!”
Wow, this is amazing. I ask her if she’s saying that Americans are being led toward some sort of revolution. She says,
“Revolution is Uranus’ world, Jon. What I’m interested in is helping people look past their noses. During my transit
through Virgo, I’ve been telling people to focus on one thing at a time, take care of business, keep the balls in the air. It
is funny the way it works…. For some reason, getting people to stay in that mindset while Uranus, Neptune, and Pluto
are creating these really intense pulls against that surface ideation is really effective. You know, all of us astrological
beings are working to bring humanity into right relationship with our sister, the Earth. Ultimately, this will be expressed
as each person in right relationship to themselves. As below, so above, as it were.
Just as each person has positive and negative attributes, so each society does. During its revolutionary inception, the
American people showed so much potential with their Declaration of Independence and Bill of rights. Well, the truth is
there was also this institutionalized racism, and the geographic predominance of Christians at the time became confused
with a sense that America was Supposed to be Christian – whatever that is, right? And then there’s that whole Manifest
Destiny thing – wow, how cute!
In my Virgo gown, I’m like a government press secretary, trying to stay “on message.” The American Way is the path to
the clean, well‐lighted mind. That’s what I’m saying here in the states.

In the Middle East, all it took was that Jupiter/Uranus thing to break my grip. Remember the whole duty vs. vision
dichotomy you’ve been working with? Well, Middle Eastern societies are much more connected to the inner self. Their
problem is that whole patriarchal righteousness nastiness – not that you don’t have that in America, too! But in the
Middle East, people are less externalized by things like drugs and alcohol, consumerism as religion, those kinds of
things. The surface world has less strength there.”
Alright Moonies! Our fascinating interviews with the planetary beings will continue, but for now, we’ve got to bring this
all together with a Chandra Symbol!
So, Juno in her role as the spokesperson for Government by‐and‐for a sense of duty to something outside of your Self is
still opposite Jupiter. He’s the one who asks you to ask “why?” Jupiter’s electrifying conjunction with the Shaman of
drastic measures, Uranus, is waning. They asked, “why not have a revolution?” And a revolution or two got going!
But in the meantime, everybody’s dark sister Pluto is taking over the dialogue, bringing all our past lives and ancestors
and everything Should‐ish about us to the question of Why that Jupiter wants you to ask. You’ll be hearing a lot of “you
should ________,” voices for the next couple of months. Should get even more interesting!
And is there anything we can Do in the meantime? I asked the Moon, who late tonight is Full in the last degree of Leo.
She suggested we meditate on her – she’s so accessible, and so close to her sister the Earth.
Tonight, at 12:35 AM Pacific time, the Moon in her fullness is in character as
A woman sprinkling rose water in the four corners of a room.
“Doing inner work in an outer world. Precipitating limitless spirit into dense matter. Working within higher laws. Tapping
the sourcespring of existence. You are powerfully motivated to extend the range of the inner brightness into absolutely
every facet of existence. So intensively purposive that you push yourself over every edge to achieve astounding things.
You specialize in turnarounds, great shifts‐‐personally and collectively. A vision burns through. You know that if you
extend yourself just another notch further, the victory will be won. A knack for staying in there till something gives. A
greater center of selfhood endows you with a central life radiance of unsurpassed glory. However, you tuck infinities
away and appear as whatever is called for. And if your essence‐spark shines through, it is incidental to the great design
of bringing heaven to earth and being the one who makes that possible, selflessly and joyously and serenely.”
You might want to read that again.
Let the Moon shine into your heart!

Jon

